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What’s in a Demo?





Creativity …
Now, this is a story all about how 

My life got flipped-turned upside down 
And I'd like to take a minute 

Just sit right there 
I'll tell you how I became the prince of a town called Bel-Air 

In west Philadelphia born and raised 
On the playground was where I spent most of my days 

Chillin' out maxin' relaxin' all cool 
And all shooting some b-ball outside of the school 
When a couple of guys who were up to no good 

Started making trouble in my neighborhood 
I got in one little fight and my mom got scared 

She said 'You're movin' with your auntie and uncle in Bel-Air' 

I whistled for a cab and when it came near 
The license plate said fresh and it had dice in the mirror 

If anything I could say that this cab was rare 
But I thought 'Nah, forget it' - 'Yo, home to Bel-Air' 

I pulled up to the house about 7 or 8 
And I yelled to the cabbie 'Yo home smell ya later' 

I looked at my kingdom 
I was finally there 

To sit on my throne as the Prince of Bel-Air

Now, this is a project all about next: 
COS 1-2-6 — gone paperless! 
And we’ve got half an hour 

to show you we’re bad: 
’n' tell you how to give all the work to the undergrads 

COS126 — biggest course at the school, 
almost everybody takes it just to be cool. 

Learning programming from Sedgwick and Wayne 
Java flying so fast my wrists getting sprains. 

But all that code’s gotta print, and use lots of reams 
Started having trouble tryna be green! 

Don’t need to print nothing, we can put it online 
and might optimize the grading parties at the same time 

We’ll hire course alums and feed them at night 
They’ll follow the rubric, and pay attention - it’s aight. 

Though Donna could deem that our plan was toast 
But I thought 'Nah, don’t sweat it: this is Code Post' 

We come back to CS from 5:30 to 8 
Get trained on JoeStu, now we’re ready to grade. 

We tear through the good ones, 
and pore through the chaff, 

Fifteen bucks an hour to help the course staff.



Emotion

https://sites.google.com/site/geotasker333/demo https://youtu.be/3_dIzACewkg

https://sites.google.com/site/geotasker333/demo
https://youtu.be/3_dIzACewkg




http://www.cs.princeton.edu/courses/archive/spring16/cos333/project.html

http://www.cs.princeton.edu/courses/archive/spring16/cos333/project.html


The Stakes are High

Geoffrey James

A bungled demo tells the customer, at a visceral level, that either:  
You didn't adequately prepare, in which case buying from you is probably a mistake;  
The product is a piece of crap that fails even under the most forgiving of circumstances;



Presentation Arts
Every great magic trick consists of three parts or acts.  

 
The first part is called "The Pledge". The magician shows you 

something ordinary: a deck of cards, a bird or a man. He 
shows you this object. Perhaps he asks you to inspect it to see 

if it is indeed real, unaltered, normal. But of course... it 
probably isn't.  

 
The second act is called "The Turn". The magician takes the 

ordinary something and makes it do something 
extraordinary. Now you're looking for the secret... but you 

won't find it, because of course you're not really looking. You 
don't really want to know. You want to be fooled.  

 
But you wouldn't clap yet. Because making something 

disappear isn't enough; you have to bring it back. That's why 
every magic trick has a third act, the hardest part, the part we 

call "The Prestige".





Get to the good part!

Dinosaur analogy source

https://www.surveygizmo.com/survey-blog/giving-a-great-software-demo-show-them-the-dinosaur-first/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PJlmYh27MHg


Then build on that credibility …





Move With Purpose

When you move, they look at you.  
When you stop, they look at the screen.  

 
Use this to your advantage.  

Don't pace randomly, idly or unconsciously.  
Don't rock back and forth on your heels.  
Empty your pockets if you tend to fiddle.

Scott Hanselman

http://www.hanselman.com/blog/11TopTipsForASuccessfulTechnicalPresentation.aspx


Content With Purpose

Every move, phrase, mistake, anecdote and slide should actually 
contain content.  It should be meaningful.   

 
Your mistakes should teach them, your demos should teach them;  

even your shortcut keys, utilities and menu layout should teach them.   

Scott Hanselman

http://www.hanselman.com/blog/11TopTipsForASuccessfulTechnicalPresentation.aspx


Martin Kleppmann

https://martin.kleppmann.com/2009/09/12/how-to-pull-off-a-slick-tech-demo-in-5-easy-steps.html


Scott Berkun

http://scottberkun.com/2011/how-to-give-a-perfect-demo/


Aim for Reproducibility
❖ Ideally, you could give your demo over and over again, 

doing the same steps and getting the same results

❖ This means there would need to be a “quick reset”

Martin Kleppmann

https://martin.kleppmann.com/2009/09/12/how-to-pull-off-a-slick-tech-demo-in-5-easy-steps.html


Scott Berkun

http://scottberkun.com/2011/how-to-give-a-perfect-demo/


(or gotchas to avoid in your demo)



Steven B. Levy

http://www.lexician.com


Scott Berkun

http://scottberkun.com/2011/how-to-give-a-perfect-demo/


Avoid “Software Vertigo”

Steve Kramer

http://www.eyesonsales.com/content/article/20_best_practices_for_technical_demos_and_presentations/


Useless and/or Embarrassing Data

❖ Test1, Test2, Test3

❖ #!@&

❖ foo bar baz

❖ a;skdlfja;sldfkaj

❖ does this work? does it work now? how bout now?



Giuseppe Maxia

http://datacharmer.blogspot.com/2012/05/how-to-run-flawless-technical-demo.html


DO NOT READ YOUR SLIDES





Course Overview The 20,000 Foot View



But don’t think this is just a tech laundry-list …

Design

Reusability

InterfacesLocalization

Standards and Specs

Automationbc

bc



Recap - A1



Recap - A2
abstrusegoose.com/432

xkcd.com/1671/



Recap - A3



Recap - A4

icanbeacoder.com/satires/24

CURL

adapted from XKCD 1171

CURL



Recap - A5



And of course, the project …





http://xkcd.com/844/

http://xkcd.com/844/


Henrik Kniberg

http://blog.crisp.se/2016/01/25/henrikkniberg/making-sense-of-mvp?utm_content=bufferbaac1&utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer




http://xkcd.com/979/

http://xkcd.com/979/


http://xkcd.com/1296/

http://xkcd.com/1296/


So what’s next?



ISG

https://portal.isg-one.com/briefs/Pages/Everything-is-Software-Now.aspx










–Gregory Beutler

“If you can imagine it, you can code it.” 



–Matt Sigelman, CEO Burning Glass Technologies

“There is a shortage of skills, but the nature of 
what's a software job has also broadened. We used 

to see a bunch of jobs for people who were 
software people, and the skills were closely 

correlated to that. Now, there are a lot of jobs that 
aren't software jobs, but require software skills. 

The demand for this skill set has extended 
significantly, and that's what has put pressure on 

this market.” 



–Matt Sigelman, CEO Burning Glass Technologies

“That's a few parts product marketing, with a few 
parts design and with a few parts of software, yet 

there is that software element to it," he said. "These 
are hybrid jobs that really fall out of the scope of 

the traditional software role, but for which there is 
increasing demand.” 



You have incredible opportunities!



http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~cmoretti/cos333/elevator2.cgi

